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GIOVANNA FLORES X HARRY HUGHES

Like every year 2018 brought about change. For Giovanna Flores and Harry Hughes, however, 
2018 brought about a lot of change. Both artists uprooted themselves from their homes just a 
ten minute walk from each other in Brooklyn: Flores left her apartment and started working 
between LA and New York and Hughes made the epic move to London to pursue a girl (who 
is actually me, by the way). The result of said change is a small body of work documented in 
Videos by: Giovanna Flores and Harry Hughes.

Video 1 is a portrait of the designer rather than a survey of her work. Filmed at the end of 
Hughes’ time living in New York and edited at the beginning of his time in London, it was an 
unplanned dash to make something together while they were still close in geography. The film 
follows Flores as she does her laundry at the local laundromat, washing the clothes which often 
bear such resemblance to the pieces she makes. She is in a situation which feels chaotic, per-
sisting and existing as an outsider in the mundanity of daily life. 

Flores often appears in her own work. For every collection (of which there are six) the look 
book is photographed on her own body with a self timer camera, something Flores says she 
does so she’s able to do it anywhere at any time – it’s a necessity rather than her own narcis-
sism. Although not consciously, this exercise has developed a feeling of togetherness between 
herself and her clothing, now inseparable from the way that she looks. For Flores making 
clothes is an intimate experience, working directly from the fabric rather than using pattern 
pieces. It’s feeling over aesthetic. It’s internal rather than external.

Videos 2 to 4 show anonymous bodies carrying a mannequin wearing her clothes as if a very 
tall person who’s been decapitated. There are no faces, no makeup, no glamour. They are gro-
tesque in their absurdity. There’s no human body to equate her clothing with. It’s taking the 
fantasy of fashion film, synonymous with gyrating models and mood lighting, and creating a 
different kind of fantasy: one with headless giants. In video 5 the clothes appear on the ground, 
a car attempting to avoid them as it backs out of a driveway. They don’t quite manage it. But 
the clothes were already bodiless and dead, no-one was hurt. 

In Between, the collection documented in these works and plopped on to the seats around the 
space, marks this time of flux in Flores’ life. There’s been no time in her life to concentrate on a 
whole collection so she’s working on what she calls “mini collections”, cobbling them together 
and documenting them sporadically.
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